
The RT-RH 32 is the flagship among Einhell rotary hammers. Experts swear by this powerful tool, which has proved itself in continuous duty on

building, renovation and chiseling jobs. This powerhouse is equipped with three functions for universal use: hammer drilling, drilling and chiseling. Its

SDS-Plus chuck enables drill bits and chisels to be changed quickly without tools, and together with the powerful 1250 W motor it develops a huge

hammer force of 3.5 joules for coping with every tough assignment. At the same time a special bearing arrangement in the handle protects the user

from vibrations.

RT-RH 32

Rotary Hammer
Item No.: 4258440

Ident No.: 11054

Bar Code: 4006825537581

Features
Pneumatic hammer mechanism-

SDS-Plus chuck-

Vibration-absorbing handle-

Robust aluminium gear head-

Overload slip coupling-

Functions: hammer drilling/drilling/chiseling with chisel lock-

Soft grip (also on the additional handle)-

Additional handle with anti-twist lock-

Metal drill depth stop-

Cable clip for fixing the wound-up cable-

Transport and storage case-

Incl. 3 drill bits (Ø 8, 10, 12 mm)-

Incl. 2 chisels-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1250 W

- Idle speed 800 min^-1

- Impact rate 4300 min^-1

- Impact power 3.5 J

- Tool holder SDS-plus

- Drilling capacity in concrete 32 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 6.05 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 9.45 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 445 x 135 x 340 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 19.4 kg

- Dimensions export carton 350 x 450 x 290 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1220 | 2500 | 0
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Available as special accessories

SDS Drill/chisel set AC 12 pcs
Rotary Hammer Accessory
Item No.: 4258090
Bar Code: 4006825538885
Einhell Grey
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